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Combining [14, Lemma 3] with [8] it can be proved that the following
conditions for a variety V are equivalent:
(1) No nontrivial algebra of V has a trivial subalgebra.
(2) There exist unary terms 01(w), ..., 0N(w), 11(w), ..., 1N(w) such
that
V< 09 (w)=19 (w)  x= y,
where 09 =(01 , ..., 0N) and 19 =(11 , ..., 1N).
2
A variety satisfying (2) will be called a variety with 09 and 19 . If * # A # V,
then we say that e # AN is a *-central element of A if there exists an
isomorphism A  A1_A2 such that
*  (*1 , *2)
e  ((01(*1), 11(*1)), ..., (0N(*1), 1N(*2))).
It is well known that the central elements of a ring with identity are just
the central idempotent ones. To give another example, an element in a
bounded lattice is central iff it is neutral and complemented [3].
A variety V has the FraserHorn property (FHP, for short) if for every
A1 , A2 # V, every congruence % on A1_A2 is a product congruence
%1 _%2 . This property is well known to have major implications for the
structure theory of the algebras in the variety (see for example, [1, 2, 4, 6,
7, 10, 11]).
In [12] we used central elements to prove that if V is a variety with the
FHP in which every member can be represented as a Boolean product of
directly indecomposable algebras, then V is a discriminator variety. In
[13] we applied central elements for characterizing the varieties with the
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FraserHorn property for which the Pierce sheaf [9] has only directly
indecomposable stalks. Furthermore we used central elements to prove that
if V is a modular variety with the property that proper subalgebras are
always nontrivial, then V has the FraserHorn property [16] and the
class of directly indecomposable members of V is \_\ axiomatizable [15].
In the above applications it was crucial to have good first-order descrip-
tions of the properties ‘‘e is *-central ’’ and ‘‘(x, y) belongs to the kernel of
the canonical projection associated with the *-central element e ’’, where
‘‘good’’ mans as equational as possible. In this direction, this paper presents
the following basic result:
Theorem 1. Let V be a variety with 09 and 19 and suppose that V has the
FHP.
(a) There is a set 7 of formulas of the form \_  p=q such that for
every e # AN, * # A # V we have
e is *-central iff A<.(e , *), for every . # 7.
(b) There is a formula .(z , x, y, w) of the form _  p=q such that
for every A=A1_A2 and *=(*1 , *2) # A, we have
(a, b) # ker (?1) iff A<.(e , a, b, *),
with e =((01(*1), 11(*2)), ..., (0N(*1), 1N(*2))) and ?1 : A  A1 the canonical
projection.
We obtain some corollaries showing that in such type of varieties the
central elements have the fundamental properties of central elements in
rings with identity or bounded lattices. We are confident that this result
will be key in future investigations on model theory and sheaf representa-
tion for this type of varieties.
We conclude the paper giving an example to show that even for the con-
gruence distributive case, the property ‘‘e is *-central’’ is not definable by
a set of formulas which are either universal or existential.
Let A be an algebra. If a , b9 # An, then we use %A(a , b9 ) to denote the con-
gruence generated by the set [(ak , bk): 1kn]. {A is the universal con-
gruence on A and 2A is the trivial congruence on A. A pair of congruences
%, $, which satisfies % & $=2A and % b $={A is called a pair of complemen-
tary factor congruences.
For an algebra A in a variety with 09 and 19 , we will use Z*(A) to denote
the set of *-central elements of A. If a # An and b9 # Bn, then we will use
[a , b9 ] to denote the n-tuple ((a1 , b1), ..., (an , bn)).
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A formula ?(x, y, x1 , ..., xn , y1 , ..., yn) is called an n-compact congruence
formula if it is of the form
_w x=t1(x , w ) 7_ 
1ik&1, i odd
ti ( y , w )=t i+1( y , w )&
7_ 
1ik&1, i even
t i (x , w )=ti+1(x , w )&7 tk( y , w )= y.
We observe that
<?(x, y, x1 , ..., xn , x1 , ..., xn)  x= y.
We will use the following version of the Maltsev key observation on prin-
cipal congruences.
Lemma 2. For every algebra A and every a , b9 # An, we have that
(a, b) # %A(a , b9 ) iff A<?(a, b, a , b9 ), for some n-compact congruence formula ?.
Let V be a variety. For a set X of variables we use F(X) to denote the
free algebra of V freely generated by X. From now on let V be a variety
with 09 and 19 which has the FHP.
Lemma 3. There exists a (k+1)-compact congruence formula ?(x, y,
x1 , ..., xk+1 , x1 , ..., xk+1) such that for every A, B # V,
A_B < ?((x, z), ( y, z), (x, u1), (w1 , u2), ..., (wk&1 , uk), (wk , uk+1),
(w1 , v1), (w2 , v2), ..., (wk , vk), ( y, vk+1))
A_B < ?((z, x), (z, y), (u1 , x), (u1 , w1), ..., (uk , wk&1), (uk+1 , wk),
(v1 , w1), (v2 , w2), ..., (vk , wk), (vk+1 , y))
Proof. Let Q=F([x, y, w1 , ..., wk])_F([z, u1 , ..., uk+1 , v1 , ..., vk+1]).
Since V has the FHP, we have that ((x, z), ( y, z)) # #, where
#=%Q((x, u1), (w1 , v1)) 6 
i=k&1
i=1
%Q((wi , ui+1), (wi+1 , vi+1))
6 %Q((wk , uk+1), ( y, vk+1)).
Thus, Lemma 2 produces the formula ?. K
Proof of Theorem 1. Let P=F([x, w1 , ..., wN])_F(x, y, w). Since V
has the FHP, we have that ((x, x), (x, y)) # %P([w , 09 (w)], [w , 19 (w)]),
which by Lemma 2 implies that there exists an N-compact congruence
formula 4(x, y, x , y ):
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_’1 , ..., ’mx=p1(x , ’ ) 7 _ 
1ik&1, i odd
pi ( y , ’ )= p i+1( y , ’ )&
7_ 
1ik&1, i even
p i (x , ’ )= pi+1(x , ’ )&7 pk( y , ’ )= y
such that
P < 4((x, x), (x, y), [w , 09 (w)], [w , 19 (w)]).
Thus, there exist terms r1 , ..., rm , s1 , ..., sm such that the following identities
hold in V
x=pi (w , r (x, w )), i=1, ..., k
x=p1(09 (w), s (x, y, w))
pi (19 (w), s (x, y, w))=pi+1(19 (w), s (x, y, w)),
for 1ik&1, i odd, (V)
pi (09 (w), s (x, y, w))=pi+1(09 (w), s (x, y, w)),
for 1ik&1, i even,
pk(19 (w), s (x, y, w))=y.
(Note that without loss of generality we can assume that k is odd.)
For * # A # V, e # AN, define
%*(e ]=[(a, b) # A2 : A<4(a, b, 09 (*), e )],
%*[e )=[(a, b) # A2 : A<4(a, b, e , 19 (*))].
Let A=A1_A2 # V, *=(*1 , *2) # A and let e =[09 (*1), 19 (*2)]. Let
(a1 , a2), (b1 , b2) # A, and let !9 , ‘9 # Am. By (V) and Lemma 3 we have
A<?((a1 , a2), (b1 , a2), (a1 , a2), p1(e , !9 ), p2(09 (*), !9 ), ..., pk(e , !9 ),
p1(09 (*), !9 ), p2(e , !9 ), ..., pk(09 (*), !9 ), (b1 , b2))
A<?((b1 , a2), (b1 , b2), (a1 , a2), p1(19 (*), ‘9 ), p2(e , ‘9 ), ..., pk(19 (*), ‘9 ),
p1(e , ‘9 ), p2(19 (*), ‘9 ), ..., pk(e , ‘9 ), (b1 , b2)),
which implies that
(1) A<INT(e , *),
where INT(z1 , ..., zN , w) is the first-order formula
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\a, b \!9 , ‘9 _d
?(a, d, a, p1(z , !9 ), p2(09 (w), !9 ), ..., pk(z , !9 ),
p1(09 (w), !9 ), p2(z , !9 ), ..., pk(09 (w), !9 ), b)
7 ?(d, b, a, p1(19 (w), ‘9 ), p2(z , ‘9 ), ..., pk(19 (w), ‘9 ),
p1(z , ‘9 ), p2(19 (w), ‘9 ), ..., pk(z , ‘9 ), ..., pk(z , ‘9 ), b).
Furthermore note that:
(2) V<INT(z , w)  %w(z ] & %w[z )2
Next, let (a1 , a2), (b1 , b2), (c1 , c2) # A, and let !9 , ‘9 # Am. Let
’ =[r (a1 , 09 (*1)), s (a2 , c2 , *2)].
Using (V) we obtain
(a1 , a2)=p1(09 (*), ’ )
pi (e , ’ )=pi+1(e , ’ ), i odd
pi (09 (*), ’ )=pi+1(09 (*), ’ ), i even.
By (V) and Lemma 3
A<?((a1 , c2), (b1 , c2), (a1 , a2), p1(e , !9 ), p2(09 (*), !9 ), ..., pk(e , !9 ),
p1(09 (*), !9 ), p2(e , !9 ), ..., pk(09 (*), !9 ), (b1 , b2))
A<?((b1 , c2), (c1 , c2), (b1 , b2), p1(e , ‘9 ), p2(09 (*), ‘9 ), ..., pk(e , ‘9 ),
p1(09 (*), ‘9 ), p2(e , ‘9 ), ..., pk(09 (*), ‘9 ), (c1 , c2)).
Thus, since pk(e , ’ )=(a1 , c2), we have that
(3) A<TRAN1(e , *),
where TRAN1(z1 , ..., zN , w) is the first-order formula
\a, b, c \!9 , ‘9 _’ a=p1(09 (w), ’ ) 7_ 
1ik&1, i odd
pi (z , ’ )= pi+1(z , ’ )&
7_ 
1ik&1, i even
pi (09 (w), ’ )= pi+1(09 (w), ’ )&7 _d
?( pk(z , ’ ), d, a, p1(z , !9 ), p2(09 (w), !9 ), ..., pk(z , !9 ),
p1(09 (w), !9 ), p2 (z , !9 ), ..., pk (09 (w), !9 ), b)
7 p(d, c, b, p1(z , ‘9 ), p2 (09 (w), ‘9 ), ..., pk (z , ‘9 ),
p1(09 (w), ‘9 ), p2(z , ‘9 ), ..., pk(09 (w), ‘9 ), c).
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Furthermore we observe that
(4) V<TRANS1(z , w)  %w(z ] is transitive.
Next, let f be a n-ary function symbol of the language of V. Let
(a11 , a12), ..., (an1 , an2), (b11 , b12), ..., (bn1 , bn2) # A, and let !9 1 , ..., !9 n # Am.
Note that
A<?((aj1 , bj2), (bj1 , bj2), (a j1 , aj2), p1(e , !9 ), p2(09 (*), !9 j), ..., pk(e , !9 j),
p1(09 (*), !9 j), p2(e , !9 ), ..., pk(09 (*), !9 j), (bj1 , bj2)),
for j=1, ..., n. Let
’ =[r ( f (a11 , ..., an1), 09 (*1)), s ( f (a12 , ..., an2), f (b12 , ..., bn2), *2)].
Note that
f ((a11 , a12), ..., (an1 , an2))=p1(09 (*), ’ )
pi (e , ’ )=pi+1(e , ’ ), i odd
pi (09 (*), ’ )=pi+1(09 (*), ’ ), i even.
Thus, since pk(e , ’ )= f ((a11 , b12), ..., (an1 , bn2)), we have that
(5) A<f-PRES1(e , *),
where f-PRES1(z1 , ..., zN , w) is the first-order formula
\a1 , ..., an , b1 , ..., bn \!9 1 , ..., !9 n _’ f (a1 , ..., an)
= p1(09 (w), ’ ) 7_ 
1ik&1, i, odd
pi (z , ’ )= pi+1(z , ’ )&
7_ 1ik&1, i even p i (09 (w), ’ )= p i+1(09 (w), ’ )&
7_d1 , ..., dn pk(z , ’ )= f (d1 , ..., dn)
7 
j=n
j=1
?(d j , bj , a j , p1(z , !9 j), p2(09 (w), !9 j), ..., pk(z , !9 j),
p1(09 (w), !9 j), p2(z , !9 j), ..., pk(09 (w), !9 j), bj)
Furthermore we observe that:
(6) V<f-PRES1(z , w)  %w(z ] preserves f.
In a similar manner, it can be defined formulas REF1(z , w) and
SYM1(z , w) such that
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(7) A<REF1(e , *) 7 SYM1(e , *)
(8) V<REF1(z , w)  %w(z ] is reflexive
(9) V<SYM1(z , w)  %w(z ] is symmetric.
Also, let REF2(z , w), SYM2(z , w), TRAN2(z , w) and f-PRES2(z , w) be
formulas with the corresponding properties with respect to %*[e ).
Finally, let
71 =[REF i , SYMi , TRAN i , f-PRES: f is a
function symbol and i=1, 2]
72=[INT, \x, y _u 4(x, u, 09 (w), z ) 7 4(u, y, z , 19 (w))]
73={ 
i=N
i=1
4(zi , 0i (w), 09 (w), z ), 
i=N
i=1
4(zi , 1 i (w), z , 19 (w))=
We will prove that 7=71 _ 72 _ 73 is the required set of axioms. If
e # Z*(A), then by (1), (3), (5) and (7) we have that e satisfies the axioms
of 71 _ [INT]. By similar considerations as above we can prove that e
satisfies the other three axioms. Suppose that A<.(e , *), for every . # 7.
By (2), (4), (6), (8), and (9), the axioms of 71 _ 72 guarantee that %*[e )
and %*(e ] are a pair of complementary factor congruences. The axioms of
73 guarantee that the natural map A  A%*(e ]_A%*[e ) identifies e with
[09 (*%*(e ]), 19 (*%*[e ))], which implies that e # Z*(A).
To prove (b) let ?i : A  Ai , i=1, 2, be the canonical projections. By [7,
Theorem 2],
%A(09 (*), e )=(%A(09 (*), e ) 6 ker ?1) & (%A(09 (*), e ) 6 ker ?2)
=ker ?1 & {A
=ker ?1 .
Hence we have that %*(e ]=%A(09 (*), e )=ker ?1 because %A(09 (*), e )
%*(e ]ker ?1 . Thus we can take .(z , x, y, w)=4(x, y, 09 (w), z ) and the
proof of (b) is finished. K
Corollary 4. The map e  %*(e ]=%A(09 (*), e ) identifies Z*(A) with
the set of factor congruences of A.
Proof. It is clear from the proof of Theorem 1 that the map is onto. To
prove the injectivity suppose that e , f9 # Z*(A) and that %*(e ]=%*( f9 ]. By
[2, 1.4], the factor congruences of A form a Boolean sublattice of the con-
gruence lattice of A which implies that %*[e )=%*[ f9 ). Thus e = f since the
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natural map A  A%*(e ]_A%*[e ) identifies e and f9 with [09 (*%*(e ] ),
19 (*%*[e ))].
Corollary 5. If the language has only a finite number of function sym-
bols, then the class of directly indecomposable members of V is definable by
a \_\-sentence.
Proof. By the above corollary, A is directly indecomposable iff for
every *, the only * elements of A are 09 (*) and 19 (*), which by Theorem 1
is expressible by a \_\-sentence. K
Let 4(x , y , z , w )= i=Ni=1 4(xi , yi , z , w ).
Corollary 6. (a) (Z*(A), 6 , 7 , c, 09 (*), 19 (*)) is a Boolean algebra,
where
e 6 f9 =unique g # AN such that A<4(g , f9 , 09 (*), e ) 7 4(g , 19 (*), e , 19 (*))
e 7 f9 =unique g # AN such that A<4(g , 09 (*), 09 (*), e ) 7 4(g , f9 , e , 19 (*))
ce =unique g # AN such that A<4(g , 19 (*), 09 (*), e ) 7 4(g , 09 (*), e , 19 (*))
e  f9 iff A<4(09 (*), e , 09 (*), f9 ).
(b) The map
Z*(6[Ai : i # I])  6[Z*(i)(Ai): i # I]
e  (e (i)) i # I=((e1(i), ..., eN(i))) i # I
is an isomorphism.
(c) If 8: A  B is a surjective homomorphism, then the map
Z*(A)  Z8(*)(B)
e  8(e )=(8(e1), ..., 8(eN))
is a homomorphism.
(d) If A6[Ai : i # I] is a subdirect product, then Z*(A) is a sub-
algebra of Z*(6[Ai : i # I]), for every * # A.
(e) If A is an algebraically closed member of V, then e is a *-central
element of A iff e is a *-central element of some extension of A.
Proof. Since the factor congruences of A form a Boolean sublattice of
the congruence lattice of A [2, 1.4], we have by Corollary 4 that the partial
ordering
e  f9 iff %A(09 (*), e )%*( f9 ]
iff A<4(09 (*), e , 09 (*), f9 )
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defines a Boolean algebra structure on Z*(A). At this point we can prove
(b) since, by (a) of Theorem 1, the map of (b) is well defined and bijective,
and this map and its inverse are order preserving. To prove the remainder
of (a), let e , f9 # Z*(A). We can suppose that A=A1_A2 , *=(*1 , *2) and
e =[09 (*1), 19 (*2)]. By (b) f9 =[ f9 1 , f9 2] for some f9 k # Z*k(Ak), k=1, 2, and
e 6 f9 =09 (*1), 19 (*2) 6 [ f9 , f9 ]
=[09 (*1) 6 f9 1 , 19 (*2) 6 f9 2]
=[ f9 1 , 19 (*2)]
=unique g # AN such that
A<4(g , f9 , 09 (*), e ) 7 4(g , 19 (*), e , 19 (*)).
The other equalities are similar. (c), (d), and (e) follow directly from (a),
(b), and Theorem 1. K
We conclude the paper with an example. Let A=([0, 1], ., M, 0, 1) ,
where [0, 1]=[r: r is a real number and 0r1] and
x .1=1.x=x
x .y=0, if [x, y] & [1]=<
M(x, y, z)=0, if [x, y, z] has three elements
M(x, x, y)=M(x, y, x)=M( y, x, x)=x.
Let V be the variety generated by A. Note that V is a variety with 09 and
19 because V<0=1  x= y. Since M(x, y, z) is a majority term, V is con-
gruence distributive [5].
We will prove that there is no set 7 defining the property ‘‘e is central’’
such that every . # 7 is either universal or existential. Suppose to the con-
trary that there exists such a set 7. Since the language of V is finite, by
Theorem 1 and compactness, we can suppose that 7 is finite and hence we
can suppose that
7=[\x1 , ..., xm 1(x1 , ..., xm , z), _x1 , ..., xk 2(x1 , ..., xk , z)],
with 1 , 2 open formulas. Since (0, 1) # A_A is central, we have that
there exist a1 , ..., ak , b1 , ..., bk # A such that
A_A<2((a1 , b1), ..., (ak , bk), (0, 1)).
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For r1 , ..., rh # A, take
B=([a1 , ..., ak , 0, 1]_[b1 , ..., bk , 0, 1]) _ [(0, r1), ..., (0, rh)].
Note that B is a subalgebra of A_A and that (0, 1) is a (nontrivial) central
element of B. Thus we have arrived to a contradiction since the r$i s can be
chosen in such away that the order of B be a prime number.
We observe that in contrast with the above example, in [14] we proved
that in a congruence permutable variety with 09 and 19 the central elements
can be defined in a natural way using \p=q axioms. Moreover, the
fundamental operations of the Boolean algebra Z*(A) can be expressed by
N-tuples of terms.
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